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“Xiao Kai, excuse me,” Tang Huimin slowed down a bit, walked into the living room, wind swinging the 

lotus leaf like a leaf, and walked up to Lin Kai, saying, “It’s so late, I didn’t disturb you by inviting you to 

our house, right?” 

“No…… not at all……” Lin Kai felt a little flustered with a ghost in his heart and did not dare to meet her 

gaze. 

The delicate flowers are close at hand and sometimes as far away as the sky, and it really tickles the 

heart to want to pick them and not be able to. 

Perhaps what you can’t get is more valuable and beautiful, Lin Kai felt that this delicate beauty was 

becoming more and more rounded, sexy and charming, if he could get her, he would really be lucky and 

happy. 

“The first thing I want to do is to ask you to come to our house and help him with his schoolwork. ” 

An intoxicating body scent mixed with the smell of shampoo and body wash emanated from Tang 

Huimin’s body, causing Lin Kai to feel a dizzying sensation. 

After trying to control his emotions, he said, “Young aunt, we are relatives, and it is only natural for me 

to help my cousin with his homework since he is not doing well in school, how can we talk about 

money? Talking about money is not intimate.” 

“As the saying goes, people are not close to money, you help our Xiaobo with his homework, money 

should be given,” Tang Huimin raised her eyebrows and said, “I know, you are still a student, and your 

hands are not generous, consider it as my hiring a tutor and paying you for it, it is a piece of mind from 

my sister-in-law. ” 

With that, she took out two thousand dollars from her handbag that was placed on the coffee table and 

handed it over towards Lin Kai, saying. 

“This is my advance for your tutoring for a month, take it!” 

Lin Kai paused for a moment, took the banknote from her hand and said, “Since Little Aunt has said this 

much, it would be a bit unreasonable for me to resist, but please rest assured that whether I get your 

payment or not, I will do my best to tutor my cousin and make sure to improve his academic 

performance.” 

“Xiao Kai, thank you,” Tang Huimin said happily when she saw that Lin Kai had accepted her feelings, 

“From now on, I’ll leave Xiao Bo in your hands!” 

“Don’t worry, Auntie, I’ll do my best,” Lin Kai smiled at Tang Huimin and said to Yang Xiaobo, who was 

sitting on the other side of him, “Xiaobo, take out your homework book and let brother look at it first.” 

Hearing this, Tang Huimin picked up, “Xiaobo, the sound of the TV in the living room is too noisy, you’d 

better take your brother Xiao Kai to your bedroom and let him help you with your tutoring.” 



“Okay.” 

The little boy stood up and led Lin Kai into his bedroom. 

Once inside, the two sat down at the writing desk and Lin Kai patiently explained to Yang Xiaobo 

according to those mistakes in his workbook. 

The little boy was very perceptive and learned almost everything at once. 

Before he knew it, it was already 10:30 pm. 

The student dormitory at Yanjing University closes at 11 o’clock, so if he didn’t leave Tang Huimin’s 

house and rush back to school, it would be too late. 

After settling down Yang Xiaobo, Lin Kai left his bedroom and went to the living room. 

Tang Huimin was sitting on the sofa watching TV, and as soon as she saw Lin Kai come out of the 

bedroom, she asked. 

“How is Xiao Bo’s condition?” 

Lin Kai replied, “Xiaobo is very smart, and the problems he gets wrong are immediately understood as 

soon as I give him a nudge.” 

“That’s great,” said Tang Huimin after a moment’s hesitation, “Xiao Kai, your school is a long way from 

our home, if you go back at this time, the bus will have closed by now, why don’t you stay at our home 

from now on? On the other hand, we can take care of each other, what do you think?” 

“I’m afraid this …… is not good, right?” Although Lin Kai said so, his heart was overjoyed. 

The reason was that he could live in Tang Huimin’s house and see her every day to relieve himself of the 

pain of missing her, and as for what would happen between them, he could guess with his buttocks. 

“There’s nothing wrong with that,” said Tang Hui Min in a non-negotiable tone, “In a while, I’ll let Bo and 

I stay in the master bedroom and you stay in his one, and that’s that.” 

“That’s …… fine!” Lin Kai nodded his head in mock hesitation. 

“You go take a shower in the bathroom first, I’ll go help you clean up your room now.” Tang Huimin said, 

standing up from the sofa and walking into her own room, the master bedroom. 

In a short while, Tang Huimin came out of the bedroom with a change of clothes and said to Lin Kai. 

“These are your brother-in-law’s clothes before he was born, I see that your looks and figure are similar 

to his, you should be able to wear them, take them and change into them after your bath,” 

“Okay, thanks!” 

Lin Kai nodded, took the clothes in Tang Huimin’s hand and walked into the bathroom. 

As soon as he entered, he smelled a faint fragrance. 

As Lin Kai swept, he ended up finding something on top of the sink, picked it up and found that it was 

Tang Huimin’s small underwear, white, lace-trimmed and translucent, with white goo on it. 



“So my sister-in-law has just been in ……” Lin Kai was shocked. 

He couldn’t help but pick it up and put it to his nose to smell it, that smell was really fascinating. 

At this point, his reaction was quite strong, so after taking off the sweaty smelling clothes he was 

wearing, he rubbed the small underwear over that aroused part of himself …… 

 


